Summary: For rounding arbitrary probabilities on finitely many categories to rational proportions, the multiplier method with standard rounding stands out. Sainte-Laguö showed in 1910 that the method minimizes a goodness-of-fit criterion that nowadays classifies as a chi-square divergence. Assuming the given probabilities to be uniformly distributed, we derive the limiting law of the Sainte-Laguö divergence, first when the rounding accuracy increases, and then when the number of categories grows large. The latter limit turns out to be a L6vy-stable distribution.
Introduction
Let W : (Wt Wr) be some "arbitrary" probability vector, for a fixed number of categories c. We model "arbitrariness" by taking W to follow a uniform distribution on the probability simplex 5. -{tr,,
... ,wc) e [0, 1]" : L*t j<c : rl
When quoting the weights W 1 in print, or when processing them otherwise, it is common practice to round them to rational proportions of the form Ni ln, for some prescribed integer accuracy n. For instance, in contingency table analysis the weights, often relative frequencies of some raw data, are usually rounded to multiples of a percent (n : 100), or to multiples of a tenth of a percent (n : 1000). Of course, in order that the proportions N i l, again form a valid probability vector, the numerators N1 N. must sum to n. The individual rounding of each of the scaled weights nW 1 in a standard fashion to integers (nW i) does not,however, guarantee that these integers achieve the correcttotaln.
Instead, there may remain a nonzero discrepancy Dc.n: see Happacher (2001) and the references given there. For this reason many statistical publications include a salvatory clause that "percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding errors" or the like.
There are other spheres of life, though, that do not tolerate such a liberal attitude towards rounding errors. Most noticeably this concerns apportionment methods for proportional representation in electoral systems. There, the c categories signify the political bodies participating in the apportionment process, and the accuracy n is the number of seats to be apportioned among them. For instance, the n : 435 seats of the US House of Representatives are apportioned to the c : 50 States, proportionally to their population. Or the n -598 seats in the German Bundest ag arc apportioned among c : 5 eligible parties, proportionally to their electoral votes. In the political arena it is plainly not acceptable that an apportionment procedure would terminate with a nonzero discrepancy, leaving some seats unaccounted for or creating surplus seats, "due to rounding elrors". In fact, the field of politics abounds with apportionment methods properly partitioning the total n into integers N1 , . . . , N.. The seminal monograph of Balinski and Young (1982) is an excellent source fbr the political history of proportional representation, as well as for the mathematical theory of apportionment methods that flows from the historical experience. One of the early contributors to the subject was the French mathematician Andr6 Sainre-Laguö lsst lu'gy] (1882-1950), see the bibliographical note in Marshall, Olkin and Pukelsheim (2002,p. 888) . Sainte-Laguö (1910a, b) set out to minimize a Gaussiantype squared-error goodness-of-fit criterion, determining the values Nl, . . . , N. so as to satisfy
This approach gives rise to a well-defined apportionment method, the multiplier method with standard rounding.We will call s,,.,r:,tr' ,,:*t)'
Zw1
the Sainte-Laguö divergence, for c categories and accuracy n. Sainte-Laguö (1910a, b) success values , r rv and the comm on ideal success value I . These numerical quantities directly relate to the qualitative requirements that the German Federal Constitutional Court demands of electoral equality, see Pukelsheim (2000) . By mapping qualitative, constitutional principles into a quantitative, operational formula, the Sainte-Laguö divergence S.,,, provides a measure for assessing the goodness of an apportionment method that is particularly persuasive from the viewpoint of constitutional law and political sciences.
Because of the striking similarity of the Sainte-Laguö divergence S.,, with the 12-statistics, the multiplier method with standard rounding may well be the apportionment method that is most appropriate also for contingency table analysis, see Wainer (1998) , Pukelsheim (1998) . However, the statistical assumptions underlying the X2-analysis do not apply. This raises the question as to the distributional properties of S.,,,, which is the topic of the present paper.
In Section 2 we review the multiplier method with standard rounding, and set it up fbr the ensuing asymptotic analysis. Section 3 singles out the case of two categories. because it is particularly transparent. The main step is to show that the rounding residuals (J1.,,: nWt -@Wt) are, asymptotically, uniformly distributed and independent of W1.
Section 4 derives the asymptotic distribution of the Sainte-Laguö divergence S.,, for a fixed number of categories c > 3, as the accuracy n tends to infinity: S.., o , s..
Though not of any known type, the distrib; of the limiting random variable S. can be simulated by computer, as shown in Figure 3 .1. Section 5 tackles the asymptotics when the number of categories, c, grows large, assuming that the weight vector W' follows a uniform distribution on the probability simplex .Sc. With appropriate scale constants a. and shift constants b, we obtain convergence,
where S has a L6vy-stable distribution. O,r;; shows that the (simulated) densities of a..S,. -b. converge to the density of S, though rather slowly. In Section 6 we indicate some possible generalizations, such as assuming a Dirichlet distributionD(a) for W, with formparameter a e (0,21.
2 The multiplier method with standard rounding
The idea underlying Sainte-Laguö's apportionment method is simple: Given a set, ur1, ... ,nr(:, each weight w.1 is first scaled by some common multiplier p. > 0 and then rounded in a standard fashion, Nl -}-tw j ), where the multiplier p. is adjusted so as to achieve the correct total, 175,,Nj : n. Despite its simplicity we need to take a closer look at the method, in order to set it up for our asymptotic analysis.
As a prerequisite we consider the rounding of individual numbers. Standard rounding maps a real number x e lR. into its nearest integer (x) e Z (Abramowitz and Stegun 1910,p.223; Garfunkel 2003,p. 523) . More precisely, if x e lz, z 1-1l lies in an interval delimited by two neighboring integers, z and z -f 1, then (") -{ > zl112, < z*112.
Standard rounding enjoys the important stationarity property that (x * z) -(x) + 2,, for allxeR.andz.eZ. There is no general agreement in the literature on where to round the dividing points z -f 1 12. We have chosen to always round down, (z * 1 12) : z. In order to evade a downward trend, one could alternatively round z -l 1 12 to the nearest even integer, see Wallis and Roberts (1956, p. 175) , Bronstein and Semendjajew (1991, Sect. 2.I.1.2). Balinski and Young(1982, p. 99) resolve atie x: z,*Il2by rounding x either up or down, thus generating multiple apportionment solutions. For our subsequent stochastic analysis, the distributional assumptions make ties disappear in Lebesgue nullsets (Happacher and Pukelsheim 1996, p. 378) , and hence are of no further concern.
Nowweturnto apportionmentmethods,thatis,theroundingof setsofnumberssubject to achieving a prespecified total n. Depending on the weights 'urt, . . . , uc there exists a multiplierp>0suchthattheindividualroundingsN7:\ltwj) satisfyIr=.Nj:r. The multiplier p is thus used as a degree of freedom for the individual roundings to correctly sum to the desired total. In this way any procedure for individual roundings gives rise to a multiplier method of apportionment. The method of Sainte-Laguö is the specific method built on standard rounding.
The definition of standardroundingentails N1 -I/2 . pw j < N; * l12(neglecting ties). Therefore the relation between the final apportionment N1 N. and an appropriate multiplier p is captured by the max-min inequality Ni-ll2 N7 +ll2
T2: *, <P<Tl: ** see Balinski and Young (1982, p. 100) . However, initially neitherthe numbers Nj nor a multiplier p are given. Hence all apportionment methods make use of an algorithmic approach of some sort or other.
The following Adjustment Algorithm is tailored to our asymptotic needs. In essence it dates back to the computational scheme proposed by Hagenbach-Bischoff ( 1905, p. 9) , and it is akin to the rank-index methods of Balinski and Young (1982, p. 142) , or to the two-step algorithm of Happacher and Pukelsheim (1996, p. 378) and Dorfleitner and Klein (1999,p.141) .Since nisareasonablechoicetoinitializethemultiplier (Happacher and Pukelsheim 1996,2000) , this initialization is used to first jump to (nw1) and then adjustthesenumbersif needbe.Letsgn(d) --1,0, l accordingasdisnegative, zero, or positive.
Lemma 2.1 (Adjustment Algorithm) For Lebesgue almost all weight vectors (w | , . . . , u.) € S, and.for all prespecified totals n, the multiplier method with standard roundz+I for x zforx ing (Sainte-Laguö) yields a unique apportionment (Nr, . . . , N.), which may be obtained as follows. With initial multiplier p,s : n, first calculate the "discrepancy" a_(D,i.,(nwi))-n,whichisanintegersatisfiing|d|< j : 1 c, adjust the roundings (nw i) to obtain
where m i."(d) is the count how often index j appears among the ldl-smallest quotients
Wi Proof: The event that one of the weights is zero, w j -0, or that, for a given multiplier p > 0, a scaled component pwj hits a dividing point z i 7/2, is a Lebesgue nullset, see Happacher and Pukelsheim (1996, p. 378) . In all other cases, the Sainte-Laguö apportionment N1 N. is unique, and the max-min inequality is strict, Ni-ll2 N; +ll2 T2:' ,' < P <Tli *t
The discrepancy d is an integer, with values in the interval I-c/2,cl2l; when c is even, the event that d hits a boundary point *c/2 is a Lebesgue nullset (Happacher 2001, p. Il3) . Hence the discrepancy d equals one of the whole numbers -((c -l) /2) ((c -I) 12). In case of a negative discrepancy, d < 0, the initial multiplier &o -n is too small and additional assignments are called for,mi,n(d) :-N; -(nut1) > 0. Upon defining the quotients Q\k, z. w) : k * z + I/2 the max-min inequality gives LLo < min;<. Q(0, (nw;) , wi) -Q(0, (nw^) , wit) : l-tt, say. As /, grows past ,ru1, a first additional unit is apportioned to i 1 . Another, second unit is assigned when p, nextpasses the smallest among the quotients Q(0, (nwil, ra;) for i * it and QQ, (nwir),wi,), etc. In other words, m1,"(d) is the count of how often index j appearsamongthe ldl-smallestvalues, of thequotients Q(k, \nwi),wi) fori -1,... ,c and k -0, . .., ldl. We obtain N;
In case of a vanishing discrepancy, d : O, no adjustment is needed and N; -(nw i) -(nw1) -sgn(0)n7,,(0).
In case of a positive discrepancy, d > 0, the multiplier p"s : rz is too large, and we need to remove m1," 
Two categories
We now turn to the stochastic behavior and hence assume that we no longer have a deterministic weight vector u.r, but a random weight vector W'. For c -2 categories, the multiplier &0 -rz works for almost all weight vectors W -(Wr, W) (Happacher and Pukelsheim, 1996, p.379) . Theorem 3.1 shows that the rounding residuals nWt -@Wt) are, asymptotically, stochastically independent of Wr and uniformly distributed, for a wide class of distributions of VVr. I nu-fu))du: I h(utdu+ | hQ-t)du: I n(u)du.
Moreover, in S2.p we substitute Wz -I -W1, and nWz -{nWzl -(nWr) -nWt --(Jt,r. Convergence of S2,, to 52 now follows from the Continuous Mapping Theorem (Pollard 2002, p. 115) . The density 92 is continuous, and is strictly decreasing from infinity at s -0 to zero at s : oo. For large s it behaves like l/(6s2), that is, limr---s(s)16s2): 1. Hence 52 has all moments of order less than one finite, while its expectation is infinite. See Convergence of S.,n is established by re-expressing it in terms of W; and U i,n :-nWj -(nWi) for 7 < c. We set W.' -1 -Ii=. Wi,as usual, anddefine (r,,, ,:(: ",,) -:
The last equality is a straightforward consequence of the stationarity property of standard rounding. Thus U.,, itself is a rounding residual, of the negative cumulative sum of the rounding residuals Ui,, for i < c, or of nWr. In case Dc.n : d,the Adjustment Algorithm from Lemma 2.1 yields 
W1
By definition, we have (f ,.r(Ji,n) -I i.rUj,n --Dr,r; see also Diaconis and Freedman (Ig7g,p. 361; , Häppacher and Pükelsheim (2000, p. 155) . Now an appeal to the Continuous Mapping Theorem completes the proof. n For three categories and uniform weights W : (Wt,Wz, W:) on the probability simplex 53, the density g3(s) of 53 may be shown to satisfy t /u? 8: (0) Section 5 will show that the asymptotic behavior of S, is determined by the sum over the leading terms U? lW j. To this end we provide the following bounds. To establish the upper bound we consider the case (f r= , U i\ --d, and characterize the adjustment counts m 1@) using a multiplier p, see Balinski and Young (1982, p. 100) . That is, one has m i@) * (pW i -sgn ( The behavior of S. for a large number of categories c is studied under the assumption that, for c fixed, the weight vector W -(Wt,...,Wr) is uniformly distributed on the probability simplex S.. By casting out some negligible terms we approximate the distribution of S. by an average over stochastically independent and identically distributed random variables. This does away with the dependencies, of W, on Wt, . . . , Wr-1, äfld of U, on U1 Uc-t.
Lemma 5.I Suppose the distribution of W on S, is uniform, and let the random variables Vt , E t, V2, E2, . . . be independent such that every V1 is unformly distributed on (.-| 12, I 12) and every E i is exponentially distributedwith mean one. Then the dffirences l. -1s-ur' -2"' , ?= u, converge in probability to zero, as c tends to infinity.
Proof: Firstly we get, from Corollary 4,2 and using (I,.. U 1) S (I,=. U;) * | /2,
0<
The latter converges in probability to zero,by the law of large numbers. Hence we may approximatec-2S,.by r-' Ir=. Ultwi Secondly we replace the dependent variable U, by the independent variable V.. HappacherandPukelsheim(2000,p. 153) Clearly Z t has infinite expectation, and the averages c-l Ir=. Z 1 do not obey the law of large numbers. Instead, Z 1 lies in the domain of attraction of a stable distribution, see Ibragimov and Linnik ( 197 | , p. 7 6) . Let S be a random variable with Fourier transform given by Eei'S : e*p ( -.Vl -2-!log tr t) .
\7T/
for / e R. That is, S has a Ldvy-stable distribution with characteristic exponent a : I and skewness parameter p: I, see Zolotarev (1986, p. 9) .With Euler's constant / -liml--6p(l + I 12+...+ l/k-logk) :0.5712'.., the limiting distribution of the suitably scaled and shifted statistics S. is now given by the following. for e e (0, 11, see Abramowitz and Stegun(1970, Eq. 5.1.11) .
In the integral lz(a), the inequality let'z -t I If @,', -D(ffz> -tlQLz\)dz is bounded of order lslla. We substitute sz -x and ei' _ CoS x t isinx, combine the two cases s > 0 and s < 0 into one, use "ffft -cos x)lxzdx : rf2, and integrate by parts, to obtain the first three of the following equalities:
For the last equality, we use 1 -cos r . ,2 lzto obtain ttsl11 -cos x) lx2 dx -O(alsl).
From 1-(sin x)lx < x2l6 forx > 0 we get (sinalsl)l@lsl) : 1 * O(a2sz). And the formulas for the sine integral in Abramowitz and Stegun (1970, Eqs. 5.2.2+27) lead to T dx : -y -toge * Ir' t -tot' dx: -y -loge * o(r') I,*'io.
I,*
for e e (0, 11, whence lT,(.ot x)lxdx --y -log a _ loglsl + O(a2s2).In view of a : I IJE all remainder terms are seen to be bounded of order ltl3l2. Now 1 * 1r @) + Iz@) sums to (*), thus completing the proof. n
The density of ,S can be calculated numerically, see Nolan (t997,1998) . It is known to be positive over the whole real line, smooth, and unimodal, with mode in the negative axis, at about -0.435. See It remains bounded of order z-t lz as e tends to zero, and the remainder r(z) is bounded of order 7-Q*u) as z tends to infinity. For a > 1, we obtain EtZi -1l Q2(a -1)). For a € (10,2), 21 thus belongs to the domain of normal attraction of a stable distribution with characteristic expon ent u. For a : 2, Z I lies in the non-normal domain of attraction of the Gaussian law. See Ibragimov and Linnik (197l) for details. After some lengthy calculations, similar to those in the proof of Theorem 5.2, it transpires that the appropriate norming constants turn out to be f(1 +cr)(1 *2u)(l-a) 4 aC+W for cr e (0, l) U (1,2), l(2 -a) sin (n (1 -a) 7, rr \ w1 / This is just one choice out of many for generating meaningful statistical distances, see Liese and Vajda ( 1987) . Other choices would entail a similar analysis as the one presented here, though their bearing on the rounding problem would need to be explored.
